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Dear Friends,
We have just completed our last Astro/Organ workshop in the sign of
Sagittarius, experiencing Jupiter, and how this planet of expansion functions
with our pancreas, the organ of creativity and the duodenum, on respect and
money.

Many insights came up and also great debates on the meaning and energy of
money (obviously a hot topic). We discovered that it feels wonderfully

liberating to follow our heart’s desire to create abundance, rather than follow

the mind, chasing security, a fear based path. This heart/mind battle,

joy/creativity or fear/limitations is one we are all working to master. It

requires moment by moment awareness of how we are feeling and then
making a choice.

Members of the group shared experiences of strong clearances during the
bodywork, issues of self respect and self belief with desires for more
creativity were clearly on track with clearing the pancreas and duodenum
circuits. The group was powerful and many said how energized they felt with
a new vision after the workshop.
Opening up our cosmic/star connection and feeling where it links into our
organs, in our bodies is tremendously invigorating and blissful. Feeling our
cosmic connection is giving us all tremendous support in these times of
relentless change.

Winter Solstice
This solstice, 21st December is co-inciding with
a lunar eclipse in Gemini – so it’s going to be a
phenominal time and opportunity !
Take some time to be alone, in nature and to
meditate, (esp. good after a shake). It will be a
wonderful chance for going in deep . . . .

Solstice/ Lunar Eclipse:
An opening of the unconscious energy that will precede Uranus returning to
Aries in March next year. New beginnings.
The Moon will be opposite to Pluto during the eclipse, deep transformation
of the past, our relationship with the feminine, and that which no longer
serves us must be let go of.

An opening up of shadow energy, of the collective/transpersonal in a HUGE
WAY.
During the day, the Moon moves into Cancer, and the Sun into Capricorn.
With Saturn in Libra it is in opposition to Aries and forms the other branch of
a grand cross of the four cardinal signs. The cardinal signs have an initiating
and dynamic quality, so this is a very active period.

Next Astro/Organ Workshop
8th, 9th & 10th January 2011. Sat, Sun, & Mon.
This workshop will be happening in the sign of Capricorn, under the
rulership of Saturn and relating to the legs and cerebellum organs. The legs
are a very intense organ, giving us our sense of capacity, very energetic like
the horse. Meditation in action. The cerebellum is our internal TV screen, our
dream state and comprehension, our IQ.
We will be working with Saturn, the planet of restriction or discipline bringing
in the potential of crystallisation. Crystallisation is what gives us our capacity
and comprehension, the qualities of the two organs ruled by Saturn. This
excerpt describes this process very well:

The third aspect of the earthly face of God is CAPRICORNUS,

THE GOAT. This animal lives in the region of the hardest matter

on earth, stones, rocks and boulders. The centripetal force of the

law of matter causes matter to reach the highest degree of

hardness and consequently crystallizes. In the crystal, matter

overcomes itself and becomes perfectly transparent. Matter

reveals the original geometric forms of the creative power in the

crystal. A child, too, is the solidified, crystallized form of the

divine creative power of life. Through the centripetal, compressive
power of concentration, the achievement of the divine self, the

divine child – consciousness – is born in the soul of man. The only

path which can lead man back into the lost paradise, is that of

concentration. This force helps man fully to manifest and achieve
the divine in and through matter – in the body. That’s why the

birth of the divine child is celebrated in the month when the sun

stands in the sign of the Goat.

It is going to be interesting to feel how Saturn is affecting us in these two
aspects of ourselves. I can feel another powerful workshop manifesting for
wintertime, the opportunity for deep transformation.

New discovery about Saturn’s rings and how it is
affecting our consciousness.
On October 7, 2009, NASA’s Spitzer Space telescope discovered a gigantic
new ring system surrounding Saturn and its existing ring system. The scale
can be likened to Saturn and its original rings being the size of a pea with
the new ring system being the size of a Frisbee.

Collectively this represents a gigantic leap in expansion of human
consciousness, a removal of limitations that had been in place for millennia,
making available to our conscious minds that which previously was not.
The ‘Ring Pass Not’ has just been increased substantially, like the loosening
of a necktie. Humanity is standing at the threshold of a whole new age of
adventure, experience and understanding.

New Year’s Resolutions
For 2011, what would you like to create ?
There has been a lot written on mind power, manifestation, the law of
attraction …. we as the creators of our lives, but one aspect that seems to
make a big difference is being emotionally engaged.
To make manifestation really work, we have to link in EMOTIONALLY with the
visualisation.

We have all had the experience of life opening up for us because we
passionately wanted or followed something.
What do you feel passionate about ? Spend some time on your dreams for
2011.

Blood Wash
Many of us of are giving this one a go:
New product out which we are recommending for cleaning our blood, liver,
colon and kidneys. Made from neem, cedar, essential oils and much more
using Nano technology. Able to penetrate areas not normally reachable. Kills
bacterial and eradicates toxins that harm and are cause of many ailments.
Great success with HIV, aids, cancer, psoriasis, parasites, fungus etc.

Wishing you all a wonderful and happy celebration of Christmas with your
families and friends and look forward to meeting again in the New Year,

Love
Susanne Prabhuta

